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Abstract— The cost of health care has become a national
concern. Recent advances in wireless communication networking
and IT have made it possible to monitor and overhaul the
outcomes across diverse healthcare environment. Here we make
use of the sensors and smart phones to provide continuous
monitoring of the individuals without the need for them to be
hospitalized. Based on the health conditions of the patients’, the
dedicated sensors are provided to monitor the patients’ after
which the sensed data is transmitted to the healthcare center using
their smart phones. However the Smart phone which are used for
various purpose when is not available to transmit the data due to
some reasons , we make use of opportunistic computing where the
data is transmitted using a neighbors’ Smartphone.
The
m-healthcare still faces
many challenges which include
Information security and privacy preservation. To overcome the
above shortcomings we use a encryption technique to preserve the
privacy of users’ health information
Index Terms—About four key words or phrases in alphabetical
order, separated by commas.

The smart phone can transmit the data to the health care centre
using 3G transmission with High speed and High reliability.
Based on this data the medical professional will respond to
the user as and when required.
As per our concept, the smart phone will transmit the data
(PHI) for every 5 minutes under normal conditions[5]
whereas in case of emergency the smart phone will transmit
the sensed data for every 10 seconds . Since the smart phone is
used for various purposes such as phoning, chatting with
friends, surfing etc the battery charge of the smart phone may
get reduced automatically and there may be a chance to get
switched off. To avoid such cases then we make use of the
opportunistic computing.

I. INTRODUCTION
The introduction of telecommunication technologies such as
wireless and mobile networks has stimulated wide
applications of mobile health care system. It is important to
know as much about how the health care systems works as
possible. In more health care systems, sensors are used for
monitoring the patients Personal Health Information (PHI).
Nowadays various sensors are available for monitoring the
various health problems. Depends upon the person’s health
condition the sensors are chosen. For example Heart rate
sensor,
Temperature sensor and EEG sensors are different type of
sensors [1],[2],[3],[4]. The sensors are already defined to the
particular job such as collecting the personal health
information and transmit it to the health care centre. As a
result a large amount of personal health information data will
be generated by sensor in very short period. Since the sensors
contain the low charge, it cannot directly transmit the data
over the long distance to the health care centre
Mobile phones with integrated technology such as WIFI,
camera, Bluetooth and 3G and other similar capabilities along
with the embedded computing devices are available
worldwide with reasonable cost. Hence we are introducing the
smart phone to receive the sensed data and transmit it to the
health care centre.
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Fig.1.Overview of m-healthcare system
In this paradigm, all pervasive and available communication
opportunities are exploited to provide computing services to
meet application needs by leveraging available computing
resources that are available in the reachable environment.
Here the wifi will use the resources of other smart phone to
transmit the sensed data to health care center using
opportunistic computing.
Security is one of the important requirement for any type of
communication. If there is no proper security in the data
transmission, then there is every chance for the unauthorized
person to access the patients’ personal health information.
When the user’s smart phone gets switched off the WIFI will
make use of other smart phone to transmit the sensed data
hence in such cases there is a chance of others to access the
personal health information of the user. Hence, we make use
of an encryption algorithm to encrypt the user’s health
information and then transmit to health center through the
smart phone. Since the data is encrypted and then transmitted
through the smart phone no one can access personal health
information of the other user.
II. SYSTEM MODEL
In our system, a medical personnel at the health care centre
who is considered trustworthy is responsible for initializing
and controlling the entire health care system. A user who
wishes to get the benefits of the mobile healthcare system
registers himself as a medical user under a particular health
care centre, then a medical professional examines the user and
generates his health profile. Based on the health profile, the
users are then provided with the particular type of sensors
such as heart rate, blood sugar level and other materials. Once
being equipped with the sensors the users can move anywhere
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unlike in hospital [15], [16], [17] .The sensors begin to collect
the sensed data and transmit them to the user’s smart phone
which is then transmitted to the health care center. The
sensors and the smart phone plays a vital role in mobile
monitoring of patients. The sensors are used only for sensing
hence they can be charged up every day and used whereas the
smart phones are used for various purposes, the power of the
smart phone may not be sufficient under emergency
circumstances. Hence we make use of opportunistic
computing where whenever a medical user is in emergency
other medical users in the nearby area can contribute their
resources.
A. PPSPC framework
In this section, we propose our PPSPC framework which
focuses on initializing the system, the scenario depicting
healthcare care monitoring under normal conditions and the
health care monitoring during emergency situations.

Fig.2.Sytem model of m-healthcare system
1. Initializing the system:
According to our work, the person at the health care centre is
responsible for initializing the entire system. The authority at
the health care center generates the bilinear parameters () by
running gen(sp) using the security parameter (sp).He also
selects the encryption algorithm that is to be used, two secure
cryptographic hash functions H and H´, two random elements
(h1,h2) in G1 is choosen also the master key is selected by
choosing two random numbers (a,b) that belongs to Zq .
Using the above elements the authority computes
x=H(a),A=ga,e(g,g)b. The master key(a,x,b) is kept secretely
and the remaining parameters are revealed parameters=
(q,g,G,GT,e,H,H’,h1,h2,A.e(g,g)b,Encryption()).
The medical user MUi is examined thoroughly and based on
this a health profile is generated according to which the users
are provided with sensors and the necessary medical software
is installed in the users Smartphone. Then the access control
key is generated by the authority at the health care center
using two random numbers (ri1,ri2) Zq which is given as
aki=(
,
,
) for MUi.user MUi. The
user is equipped with the sensors and the required keys
including aki and ki to report their health data to the health
care center.
2. Health Monitoring Under Normal Scenario:
The medical user MUi chooses the current date CD and
computes the session key (ski), Ski=H(ki||CD) and is given to
the sensors and Smartphone. The data, rdata collected for
every five minutes by the sensors are encrypted using the
session key, Encrytion(ski,rdata||CD) to the Smartphone using
Wi-Fi technology. The Wi-Fi technology increases the
coverage. The Smartphone on receiving the encrypted data

uses the session key(ski) to decrypt the data so as to process
the rdata after which the data is sent to the healthcare center
using 3G technology MUi||CD||encryption(ski,data||CD). The
authority after receiving the processed data uses the master
key (x) for computing MUi’s secret key ki=H(MUi||x) and
uses this to compute ski=H(ki||CD).This session key is used to
recover
the
processed
data
data||CD
from
encrypted(ski,data||CD).The date is corrected and the
authority sends the processed data to the medical
professionals.
3. Health Monitoring Under Emergency Situation:
When MU0 faces an emergency such as abnormal raise in the
heartbeat and becomes unconscious, then the authority at the
healthcare centre monitors all these changes and act to this
situation immediately by sending the medical professional
according to the medical user’s need. Before the arrival of the
medical professional the user has to be monitored
continuously for which the user’s Smartphone requires high
power for transmitting the user’s health information due to
which there are many chances that the resources in the user’s
Smartphone may not be sufficient. During such a situation the
user contacts a nearby medical user who is accepted as a
helper if he is qualified as a helper and get his resources to
transmit his health information to the health care centre. To
preserve the privacy of the medical user’s health information
we encrypt the data before it reaches the helpers Smartphone.
To find if a person passing by is a medical user the medical
user MU0 performs the following:
1. The user MU0 chooses a random number r
and
br
computes e(g,g) and c=(c1,c2,c3) as
c1= gr c2=Ar.
c3=
2. when another MUj passes by the emergency location,MU0
sends c=(c1 c2 c3) to the MUj .Once MUI receives c=c1 c2 c3 he
performs the following.
Uses his access control key
akj= (
,
,
,
) and computes the
following
=

=

=
=e(g,g)br
Computes the H (e(g,g)
ts in which ts is the current
timestamp and send back authentication || ts to MU0. After the
user receives authentication || ts at timestamp ts’, the user MU0
checks the validity of the time interval between ts’ and ts to
prevent replay attack. If |ts’-ts|
where
is the
transmission delay.MU0 accepts authentication || ts and
rejects otherwise then MU0 uses the stored e(g,g)br to compute
authentication’ = h’(e(g,g)br|| timestamp) and checks
authentication’ = authentication if it fails,MUj is not
authenticated as a medical user.
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It is clear that if a person is not medical user then he cannot
generate g(g,g)br to produce a valid authentication to pass
MUo’s authentication.

The resources that are expected to be contributed by the
medical users who are eligible to help a user in emergency is

B. ANALYSIS OF BENEFITS OF OPPORTUNISTIC
COMPUTING IN MOBILE HEALTH CARE
EMERGENCY:
In this section , we analyze the benefits provided
by the opportunistic computing to a user who is at emergency.
Let us consider that the medical professionals will arrive after
a time period t1 to help a user in emergency. Assuming that the
users arrival follows a poisson distribution{N(t1),t1≥0} the
rate of arrival of the user is taken as µ.The number of other
users who are eligible to help a user at emergency is given as
Nh(t1)=n0 and the number of users who pass by that scenario
but are not eligible to help is given as Nħ(t1)=n1.Therfore the
total number of users who arrive at the scenario before the
arrival of the ambulance with the medical professionals
between the time period t0 and t1 could be n0+n1. The
probability that a user arriving at time can help a user at
emergency is P( ).The following theorem can give the
expected number of users who can help a user at emergency
and expected resources that can be contributed by them.

Proof:

.

Consider if the jth helper arrive at the time to the emergency
location then the total resources R(t1) that can be contributed
by all the helpers who are qualified is given as
.Since
= E{R(t1)|Nh(t1)=n0}
=E{
|Nh(t1)=n0}
= E{
=n0t1 -E{

From

= E{

Proof:

=

=

=

The above equation indicate that both Nh( and Nħ( ) are
independent poisson process and their rate is
and
.Hence the number of users who are expected to
help a medical user in emergency by contributing their
resources is given as
E[Nh(t1)]=
where p=
.
Let us assume that the resources that can be contributed by a
user who is eligible to help a medical user in emergency be
per unit time.The following theorem gives the resources that
are expected to be contributed by the opportunistic computing
before the arrival of the medical professional.
Theorem 2:

Theorem 1 we know E(Nh (t1))=

E[R(t1)]=

.

The number of medical users who are expected to contribute
resources within [t0,t1] is E[Nh(t1)]=µt1p where
p=1/t1
d

=

)=n0}

=

=

P{ Nh(t1)=n0, Nħ(t1)=n1}

|

= n0t1 -

Theorem 1:

The total users arriving within the time period [t0,t1] is given
as N(t1)=Nh(t)+Nħ(t1)=n0 + n1 and the time is uniformly
distributed in the time period [t0,t1].while defining p=P{a
user who arrives in[t0,t1] is a eligible person to help|
N(t1)=n0+n1}, we have p=1/t1
d .The users arrive
independently and so P{Nh(t1)=n0, Nħ(t1)=n1 | N(t1)=n0 +n1}
will give the number of users who are qualified to help during
the total n0 +n1 Bernoulli’s experiment.

|Nh(t1)=n0}

. E(

=n0t1 -E{

)=

.
|Nh(t1)=n0}
|

)=n0}

= n0t1 -

III. RELATED WORK
The opportunistic computing has increased the great interest
recently, and we have briefly reviewed them which are related
to our work [2], [4], [5]. In [4], Avvenuti et al have
introduced the concept of opportunistic computing in wireless
sensor network which solves the problem of storing and
executing an application incase if it exceeds the memory
available on a single node. The application code can be
partitioned in a number of simple modules that
opportunistically cooperate to carry out a complex task And
each node executes the provided application by running the
given tasks and providing service to the neighboring nodes.
In [5], Conti deals with the Opportunistic exploitation of
(pools of) resources. The nodes can be able to communicate
even if a completed connected path never exits between them.
Mobility of the nodes provides them the opportunity to
communicate with each other. Each user can avail not only of
the resources available on its own device, but can also on
other resources of the environment. In [2] Pazzi provides that
the health information is monitored by the Sensors the sensed
data to the health center using neighbor nodes. This can be
transmitted to the health care centre only when there is a
proper cooperation between the neighbor nodes. Although [4]
and [5] are important for understanding how the concept of
opportunistic computing paradigm work when resources
available on other neighboring nodes to complete the given
task , they have not considered the security and privacy issues
existing in the opportunistic computing .Different from all the
above works, our proposed PPSPC framework aims at the
security and privacy issues by providing encryption and
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provides the secure transmission of data and provides help at
emergency situation in m-healthcare emergency.

[3]

[4]

IV. EXPERIMENTAL WORK
The health care monitoring is very important during
m-Healthcare emergency with minimal privacy disclosurein
today’s world. So the sensors are provided to the medical user
which senses the health information about the medical person.
The output will be then collected from sensors and they are
transmitted to the user’s smart phone through wifi , it is then
transmitted to the health care centre by means of 3g
transmission. In case of any failure in the smart phone such as
when it gets switched off, the wifi router will search for other
medical user’s smart phone to transmit the data to the health
care centre by means of opportunistic computing paradigm.
This information is passed to the Health care centre for every
5 minutes under normal conditions and for every 10 seconds
during the emergency conditions. Once the information
reaches the health care centre, medical professional who
continuously monitors the health information about the
medical user will aid them at the emergency situation by
sending the professional at the emergency location or by
providing the ambulance.
V. FUTURE ENHANCEMENT

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]
[10]
[11]

[12]

[13]

[14]

The Smart phones that are available today are op en to every
individual and can be programmed easily. Application
delivery channels including app store have brought a great
change in transforming mobile phone from a normal cell
phone to an app phone which enables us to download a variety
of applications based upon our need. One of the interested
features of these Smart phones is the use of increased number
of sensors embedded within them such as GPS, microphone,
accelerometer, gyroscope etc. which enables a wide variety of
sensing applications in various fields such as gaming, mobile
healthcare, entertainment etc. So, we can make use of these
features to make Smartphone itself to act as sensors by
embedding the required medical based sensors into
Smartphone rather than using sensors as a separate
component. For example, for a heart patient an ECG sensor in
his Smartphone would be helpful to a heart patient to sense the
changes in his heart rate. Similarly different type of sensors as
required by the patients’ health profile can be embedded
within the Smartphone for various medical complications.

[15]
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VI. CONCLUSION
According to this paper we have introduced the PPSPC
framework for m-Healthcare emergency in which smart
phones are used to transmit the sensed data by the sensors to
the health care centre by using the opportunistic computing
paradigm in which the available resources and energy can be
opportunistically gathered to process the computing-intensive
Personal Health Information (PHI).
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